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Friedrich-Bödecker-Kreis
in Sachsen-Anhalt e.V.

The Friedrich-Bödecker-Kreis in SachsenAnhalt e.V. – the section of the FriedrichBödecker-Association in Saxony-Anhalt – was
founded in 1990 and is supported by the
ministerial office for culture and education. It
supports reading- and writing-abilities in the
interest of the state of Saxony-Anhalt. Supporting youth-orientated educational work,
caring for up-and-coming authors and spreading contemporary literature by authors living
in the state are its concerns.
In order to carry out its tasks, the FBK aspires
to complex and intense cooperation with
several institutions, such as schools and libraries, literary organisations and other associations, foundations, universities and further
more the LISA – an institute, that takes care
of schools and teacher‘s education, the Auslandsgesellschaft, the Landesvereinigung kulturelle Kinder- und Jugendbildung and many
others. The FBK is also a member of the
Literaturrat (council of literature) in SaxonyAnhalt.
Most significant events and project, that stress
those efforts are „Bücherfrühling“ (Spring of
Books), „Herbstseiten“ (Autumn’s Pages) and
the „InterLese“. But there are also projects,
such as „Kindsein in Sachsen-Anhalt“ (Childhood in Saxony-Anhalt), „Schulschreiber“
(Residential Writer in School, „Poesie und
Poetik“ (Poetry and Poetics), „Lesekrone“
(Reader’s Crown) and „Duo Literare“.

The FBK also carries out writing-contests and
worshops for children and teenagers, takes
care for up-and-coming authors, initiates projects that provide the possibility to interact for
writers of different genres and different generations. It develops documentaries, guides for
readers and writers. Publishes for instance
„oda“ – Ort der Augen (the leading literary
magazine in Saxony-Anhalt), the „Bödecker
IQ“, providing information about the FBK’s
work and, together with LISA, the „Lesefutter“,
which provides teachers with suggestions for
their literature-classes. It also gives advice for
citizens, who are interested in literature, informs about literature coming from SaxonyAnhalt, supports educational programs disseminators and many more.
The FBK helps organizers coordinating
their event, doing financial planning
and helps choosing suitable authors.
Besides many male and female authors, many
schools, libraries, publishers, book-stores,
citizens and regional authorities are members
of the FBK.
You can get a member of the FBK at any time.
You will find the membership-form online
under www.fbk-lsa.de
or you can contact the office (adress on the
frontpage).
The membership-fee is 35,00 Euros/year.

Events have to be announced
as soon as possible!
The associations work nationwide: in every
federal state of Germany there is an FBK,
organizing the literary events.
The FBK of every state is a separate association and is connected to the other in the
Federal Association, which is a head-organisation, that coordinates exchange between the
state-association.
For further information see:
www.boedecker-kreis.de

